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Playhouse on Park's 'Cabaret' one of
their most ambitious musical
productions

June 24, 2013

Audiences arriving for the Playhouse on

Park's new production of the John Kander-

Fred Ebb musical "Cabaret" don't need to

wait for the slinking, white-faced master of

ceremonies to say "Wilkommen" in order

to experience the decadence of Weimar

Berlin in the 1930's.

There's a reason why the doors from the

Box Office lobby to the theater lobby are

covered with paper and a young man in a black thong controls entry. Once ticket-holders step

inside, they find that the lobby has been transformed into a dimly-lit room bathed in red, whose

billowing floor to ceiling red curtains hide little nooks containing black leather couches. Look

closely and you may spot a leather clad couple cavorting recklessly or seductively inviting a

visitor to join them. Even the refreshment stand conveys a sinister air.

This is a splendid warm-up to Co-Artistic Director Sean Harris' production, which maintains
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the air of debauchery thanks to Marcus Abbott's carefully muted lighting, Erin Kacmarcik's

skimpy black leather costumes and Co-Artistic Director Darlene Zoller's antic, suggestive

choreography, along with a game cast willing and ready to recreate the wild society of the Kit

Kat Klub.

Harris proves that the seemingly limited stage of the Playhouse on Park can more than amply

accommodate such a complicated production as "Cabaret." He and scenic designer Erik D.

Diaz employ just a few black bentwood chairs with circular seats, a few suitcases and trunks

and two or three small tables to create a railroad car, various rooms in Fraulein Schneider's

rooming house, the Jewish merchant Herr Schultz's fruit and vegetable stand, and of course

the various corners of the Kit Kat Klub. There are two doors on the back wall, which itself is

outlined in lights that turn on as the playing area becomes the actual stage of the Klub. There's

also a spiral staircase off to one side of the stage, on which characters sometimes stand or sit

to watch the ongoing action, and on occasion the audience area is pressed into service, as

characters wander through various rows or call out reactions from the stairs.

The nine member orchestra, conducted by Music Director Colin Britt, is divided into two

sections, one at each side of the back wall. Their playing is mighty impressive, as they reveal

the underlying strengths of Kander's score while costumed as scantily as the dancers.

Harris has obviously worked very closely with his cast in order to obtain the spot-on

performances from each of them. His direction does come across heavy-handed at times (or

should I say, heavy-footed?) as he has the denizens of the Kit Kat Klub jackboot just a little too

much, long after we've gotten the message that the Nazis are coming. This is exacerbated by

the set changes between scenes that, while mostly requiring the removal or rearrangement of

small pieces of furniture, are often conducted by the high-heeled Kit Kat Klub girls (each and

every one a virgin, by the way) whose stomping in the dark becomes annoying after a while.

The production which opens with a plethora of energy also loses steam as the first act

progresses. It seems as though Harris and choreographer run out of ideas at a certain point

and can't seem to come up with some new movement ideas for the cast. Fred Ebb's book

also has a habit of moving forward so slowly or even repeating itself that it too helps to drag

down the show in the waning minutes of Act One. There's also an odd scene that appears

without adequate explanation to introduce Kander and Ebb's pseudo-Nazi anthem,

"Tomorrow Belongs to Me," that just hangs there without context. The audience understands
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what the song is about, and it is used to much greater effect during its reprise just before

intermission. Once would have been more than enough and kept the momentum going.

There's no such problem with the second act, however. From the zippy entr'acte that reviews

the numbers from the first act and previews a few from the second through the more sober and

serious ballads that mark the characters' more fateful decisions, Act Two flies by swimmingly,

bringing us to a harrowing, ironic conclusion that dispels any doubts about the Nazi's

intentions.

The cast does an overall splendid job with both their characterizations and the music, with

think, lanky Brendan Norton unashamedly exemplifying the sleaze quotient while observing the

plot machinations with a jarringly judgmental eye. His performance reminds one of the Alan

Cumming characterization developed for the more recent Broadway revival. Unfortunately

Norton has a tendency to shout out some of the lyrics in a shrill and painful-feeling manner,

although he does demonstrate that he knows his way around a song in his vibrant, but low-key

take on one of the finest songs in the score, the bracingly moving "I Don't Care Much." He also

demonstrates a fine dexterity and vocal clarity in "If You Could See Her Through My Eyes," in

which his dance with a gorilla is an ironic counterpart on ethnic relations in Nazi Germany.

Erin Lindsay Krom makes for a fine, believable Sally Bowles, complete with a "thoroughly

marvelous" English accent and more-than-pleasant singing voice. She captures the various

facets of Sally's complex personality, including the young, naïve innocent abroad, the devil-

may-care flirtatious party girl, and the yet-to-mature woman whose anger and attitude reflects

a deep dissatisfaction within herself. Her vocals are impressive, whether leading "Don't Tell

Mama" or on her impressive ballad, "Maybe This Time." She begins her big solo number,

"Cabaret," with confidence, but it tends to become a tad shrill as she homes in on the big-

blast ending.

Kathleen Huber offers a complete portrait of Fraulein Schneider, the boarding house owner

who finds late in life love with one of her tenants while managing her business with a strict

German discipline. Huber gets to perform two of the show's strongest ballads, "So What?"

and "What Would You Do?", which she does with suitable emotion and weary resignation.

Damian Buzzzerio nearly matches her as her fruit vendor lover with his sweet take on

"Pineapple" and his hopeful look at his future in "Married," made even more sad and touching

once a brick is thrown through his window and he expresses his belief that as a native-born
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German he has nothing to fear from the Nazi's.

As the young American writer, Cliff Bradshaw, who has come to Berlin for inspiration, Jake

Loewenthal invests his character with a natural innocence that is slightly dispelled through his

continuing encounters with the locals and his observations of his neighbors and new friends.

His singing on "Perfectly Marvelous Girl" is surprisingly strong for someone whose spark with

Sally resembles puppy-dog adoration in the book scenes. Ashley Ford is funny and insistent

as Fraulein Kost, the young working-girl tenant who is a thorn in the side of Fraulein

Schneider, while Conor Hamill is not quite as smarmy or over-confident as one imagines the

smuggler Ernst Ludwig could be.

"Cabaret" is enjoying an extended run at the Playhouse on Park through July 21, affording

some theatrical diversions to Hartford audiences while Hartford Stage and the Bushnell are on

a warm weather hiatus. For information and tickets, call the Playhouse at 860.523.5900, ext.

10, or visit the Playhouse website at www.PlayhouseOnPark.org.

http://www.playhouseonpark.org/

